
 

We have exceeded our vendor goals and have 54 AH-MAZING Vendors
Registered! Visit: www.vibration432.com/vendors for complete list!

I was honored to have a mini interview with Dawn Vazquez from Real Talk DDV
to spread the word about this one of a kind event! See video below! 
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Happy Frequency Friday!
FREQUENCY 432 HEALING &

WELLNESS EXPO
Have you RSVP'd ye1?! Our event on 11/11 event is shaping up
to be a HUGE success and looks like we are going sell out!

When:  Friday, 11/11/22, 12:00-5:00 PM
Where: The Armory Art Center
           811 Park Place, West Palm Beach, FL

RSVP Today!
 
 

CLICK HERE!
$20 Donation - 1 Complimentary Beverage - Swag Bag for 1st 100
Guests! - Raffle Prizes - Door Prizes - Giveaways FREE Mini Reading!

See Page 2 for complete list of vendors! Come Experience & Shop!

All proceeds will be donated to Vibration 432, a 501(c) 3 non profit
with a mission to heal and improve the lives of those that have
experienced trauma, suffering from Post Traumatic Stress,
Depression and Anxiety. Our focus group is first responders and
veterans as well as teens affected by Post Traumatic Stress and
impacted by experiencing trauma. 

Please consider making a donation this Veteran's Day to support our
mission and help us support those suffering!

CLICK HERE 
to Watch

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/frequency-432-health-expo-tickets-424174506367?utm-campaign=social&utm-content=attendeeshare&utm-medium=discovery&utm-term=listing&utm-source=cp&aff=escb
https://www.facebook.com/vibration432/videos/1296046394271629
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THE ARMORY ART CENTER, WPB
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This year's expo is attracting some
of Palm Beach County's finest

 
 Shop!

Looking for the perfect holiday
gifts this year? Check out these
vendors including crystals,
gemstones, self care products
with reiki energy, bathing suits,
chakra teas, hydroponic
gardening, nutritional
supplements & unique jewelry!
Looking for eco friendly,
organic
makeup and skin care?

Ruby's Healing Crystals
. Eco Swim Co

Neumi
Tea 4 Chi

Exclusive Designs by Eva
Calm Mind & Body Store
Live Green Beautifully
The Meridian Project

Zetta Karmas Fine Art
Earthfluenced

Folayan Original
Crystal Mystic Goddess

Atlexas

Learn,  Grow & Discover
Curious about learning more about
yourself? Want to see your aura?
Have an angel reading? Have your
tarot cards read or gemstone
reading? Would you like to learn
about the healing powers of salt
therapy? Looking to learn a self
assessment tool to help guide you
through your day? Interested in 
hypnotherapy? Would you like to
learn more about meditation & yoga?
Craving creative expression?

Hattie Parker
Hearts in Heaven

AhRAyah
Spirit Aura
VIBE 432

Vibration 432
Wise Well Women

Omie Spirit
The Universe's Edge
Elevated Awareness
The Universe Edge

Shelly Kalef 
Helen Hajjar

 

Eat & Drink
Boozie Bluebell

 
Dope Vegan

 
The Healthy Spot

Health & Wellness
Come to meet some of South
Florida's finest healing
practitioners and learn about
the different modalities
available!

Financial Fitness
Sure Fire Financial

 
Financial Frequency

Living Towers
The Salt Suite PBG

Cassi Eubanks
Sofusion Yoga

Shay's Holistic Spa
Soham Yoga
Soham Yoga

Zen Sweat Den
Suresh Raja, MC & QBioClub
The Metafix Wellness Center

Danaysi 
Zen Sweat Den

Tactics Elite
Reckless Training

Collaborated Wellness Cryo
EPIC Clinics Pompano Beach

Progress Pharmacy
Wellness for Busy People

Stretch Lab
4 Ever Young Antiaging
Metaflex Wellness Center

 
We feel so honored & are 

grateful to have the Redline
Sisterhood joining us!

The Red Line Sisterhood, are
dedicated to educating ourselves to

provide the best support system
available to our Fire Fighter family.

Agenda
12:00 PM: Open to the Public
12:30-1:15 PM: Yoga/Pranayama Session with Sofusion Yoga
1:30-2:00 PM: Cassi Eubank, CCHt, NLPP, DTM on Finding
True Happiness After Extreme Trauma: 3 Steps to
Developing Emotional Mastery to Heal Your Heart
2:30-3:00 PM: Dawn Vazquez on Thriving after Surviving
Terminal Illness
3:30-3:45 PM: Healing Power of Crystals and How to Utilize
in your Daily Life by Anthony Arnone from Ruby’s Healing
Crystals
 4:00-4:30 PM: Dr. Daniel Hulsey from Epic Clinics on Brain
Health and overall wellbein
5:00 PM: Event Ends
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BEWARE - SMISHING SCAMS
The IRS and the Security Summit partners warn everyone to be on the lookout
for scams and schemes that could put sensitive tax data at risk, especially IRS-
themed texting scams aimed at stealing personal and financial information.

So far in 2022, the IRS has identified and reported thousands of fraudulent
domains tied to multiple text scams, known as smishing, targeting taxpayers.
Recently, IRS-themed smishing has increased significantly.

Smishing campaigns target mobile phone users, and the scam messages often
look like they're coming from the IRS, with fake messages, known as “lures,”
offering COVID relief, tax credits or help setting up an IRS online account.
Recipients of these IRS-related scams can report them to phishing@irs.gov. 

 
In the latest smishing activity, the scam texts ask taxpayers to click a link or call a telephone number where
criminals will collect their personal or financial information. The IRS does not send emails or text messages
asking for personal, financial information or account numbers. 
Taxpayers should continue reporting these scams to the IRS. Their reporting allows the agency to report the
scams to the appropriate service providers for action, protecting other taxpayers who might receive a
variant of the same scam.
How to report IRS-related smishing
The IRS maintains phishing@irs.gov to process complaints tied to IRS, Treasury and tax-related online
scams. Taxpayers should not report smishing involving other agencies or brands to this email address.
Reporting IRS-themed texts to the agency allows security professionals to track and disrupt these scams. 
Here’s how people can capture and report the details of IRS related smishing:
• Create a new email to phishing@irs.gov.
• Copy the caller ID number, or email address.
• Paste the number, or email address into the email.
• Press and hold the SMS/text message and select "copy."
• Paste the message into the email; screenshots can be sent if necessary.
• If possible, include the exact date, time, time zone and telephone number that received the message.
• Send the email to phishing@irs.gov.
Recipients can also copy and forward scam SMS/text messages to wireless providers and send the text to
7726 (SPAM). This helps the provider spot and block similar messages in the future.

Time is Running Out!
 

Schedule your Year End Tax
Planning Session Today!

CLICK HERE

mailto:phishing@irs.gov
https://calendly.com/jdisalvo-accountant


 
 

November 8, 2022 is election day. It is also the date of a total Lunar
Eclipse. We know from empirical experience both of these events are
typically riddled with tension, shake ups and surprises. True to usual
political form the antagonistic tone of the election is full of gloom
and doom. Eclipses are known to be wildcards. All this tension is
enough to make one want to crawl under the covers and not come
out.

The eclipse involves the Sun the Moon and the Earth getting in the
middle between them to eclipse the light of the Full Moon. It will
occur with Uranus, the planet of surprises, being in the mix. Uranus is
the wildcard planet. Thus we have a state of wildcards on steroids!
Whoa! Hold on to your hat. Surprises are likely to abound.

At its core Uranus is an energy that wants us to find freedom. In a
deck of Tarot cards Uranus is related The Fool card. The Fool card
shows an image of a happy-go-lucky character walking to the edge
of a cliff seeming to be unconcerned that the solid ground is about
to end. By all appearances he is likely to fall off. Life as we have
known it both collectively and individually may be seeming to be
coming to an end. I find following quote from a quantum physicist
comforting.  If and when you aree feeling stressed I recommend using
it as a kind of self-care mantra*. I share it to encourage you to trust
that you, and we, can and will get through whatever lies ahead.

WITH ASTROLOGER & NUMBEROLOGIST HATTIE PARKER, MS,ED
 

A CRYPTO PRIMER: EARTHBOUND AND CELESTIAL NEWS AND VIEWS

Get Your Cosmic Mojo On
Cosmic Self-Care

When you come to the end of all the light you know, and it's time to step  into the darkness of the
unknown, faith is knowing that one of two things shall happen:
 

Either you will be given something solid to 
stand on or you will be taught to fly.

                                  Edward Teller, Quantum Physicist
* Mantra: a word or phrase repeated to aid calming and concentration.

 
Self-Care Extraordinaire

Yet another terrific Self-Care Opportunity is for you to join us on 11/11 at the Armory in Palm
Beach for the Vibration 432 Wellness Event!!! Looking forward to seeing you there!


